
NEW CLASSY

Elegance is back. And with it sleek cuts, flowing materials and
elaborate bags and accessories. Patent, leather and sequins define
the must-haves of the new fall/winter season.
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After many seasons of sportiness and coziness, fall/winter 2023/24
is all about a new turn to elegance. High-quality fabrics, sensual
cuts, minimalist silhouettes and muted colors meet an exciting
glamour factor of metallics, jewelry and sequins. It may glitter and
sparkle - but nicely discreet, please. Perfectly tailored blazers in the
finest wool qualities, figure-hugging dresses in cashmere and shirt
blouses in silk - timeless essentials with attitude and sophistication
now define the look. Leather is the material of the moment - for long
coats, loose pants and of course bags and accessories. It looks
most stylish in super-sleek black or grey nappa or in shiny patent
looks. Black is back - and the look is monochrome black from head
to toe.
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Accessories focus on minimalism and timelessness. This is
particularly evident in bags, with classic shapes, angular shoppers
and small-format shoulder bags. Purist shapes and cuts often
surprise with fine, refined details such as artfully woven handles.
The variety of materials ranges from ultra-soft goatskins to lacquer
and vinyl. Crocodile embossing and embossings are reminiscent of
modernly interpreted vintage styles and are implemented on clean
envelope bags and straight-lined shoppers in winter darks.
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In addition to soft, slouchy bag shapes made of soft nappa, sturdy
bags such as box bags, clutches and caskets come into play.
Geometry provides inspiration for a new design language. In
addition to landscape-format shoulder bags for everyday use, the
party bag is a must-have. Heart- and spherical-shaped styles offer
space for the night's essentials. Meanwhile, edgy XXL shoppers fit
what feels like half your life.
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It may shine and shimmer again in the fall/winter 23/24. Sequins,
metallic leather and glitter set bags effectively in scene. New is the
surprising break between glam and softness. Metallic plates in gold
and silver and all-over sequins now adorn slouchy bags and soft
clutches. Clasps, chains and rivets look like forged pieces of jewelry
on black leather.
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WWW.ILM-OFFENBACH.DE
#ILMOFFENBACH

Experience the unique combination of tradition, elegance and value,
innovation and contemporary design. Get to know the trends of the
industry and network with the key players of the international trade.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE FAIR FOR
INNOVATIVE AND HIGH-QUALITY LEATHER

GOODS, BAGS AND LUGGAGE 


